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2018 Grammy Winning Pianist-Composer, Peter Kater, presents a passionate and alluring 
recording that is rhapsodic and abundant with emotion. “Wings” soars, swoops and dives 
deep into the heart and soul of the listener. These recordings display a fresh new beauty and 
depth in Peter’s compositions and piano artistry. From spacious intimate passages through 
gusts of whirlwind delight, this music will enliven and lift you, almost as if you had Wings.

  “Wings is truly an outstanding album! It is bold and inspired, 
                  yet light as an evening breeze.”           - New Age Music Guide 

‘Wings elicits poetic passion and romantic mystery... enrapturing beauty and depth...
the precise timing of each note, the spaces between the notes, and the distinct emotion 
impressed upon each note played that collectively results in nearly unmatched perfection.                                 
                                                                                - Aural Awakenings 

“Wings” is luxuriant and sumptuous, every single song is like a rich, silky, soothing balm 
for the soul. Truly radiant and soaring, this is his finest work yet. Brilliant! 
                                                                               - Zone Music Reporter
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1  RAVEN’S WINGS  4:56    

2  WINGS OF LOVE  5:11  

3  HOLD ME CLOSE  5:00 

4  ANGEL’S NEST  4:44  

5  WINGS  3:41  

6  FLIGHT  5:24    

7  SWALLOW RIVER  4:46 

8  REMEMBRANCE  4:34  

9  WHEN WE MEET AGAIN   4:08 

10 FLIGHT REPRISE 2:57  
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I enjoyed composing and recording this album so much.    

It felt like there was so much emotion that wanted to 

come through. As I started to work on this album I noticed 

a theme in my life of “wings” everywhere. In the art that I 

was drawn to, the birds that showed up during my time in 

Nature and the concept or fantasy of having wings emotionally, 

spiritually and even physically filled my thoughts. I hope 

you love the music on this album as much as I do. I pray 

that it elevates, rejuvenates and inspires you to be more 

fully present in your Self and your Life.”   

                                  With Love and Aloha - Peter

“Wings” quite literally soars with intimate and passionate, high energy transcendence.
                                                               – Jonathan Widran, Jazziz Magazine

“WINGS” is full of the mystery of life and the living of it. So much beauty and wonderment.  
Most highly recommended with a perfect rating of 5.00! - Contemporary Fusion Reviews

“The magical properties of flight and freedom are musically realized in WINGS. Uplifting, 
contemporary piano that soars, glides, and soothes the Spirit with Kater’s extraordinary 
style.” 
                                                               – Artisan Music Reviews

Kater demonstrates his virtuosity on the ivories  . . .  soaring dramatic melodies. 
                                                               - Wind & Wire Magazine

Grammy Winning/Multi-Platinum selling Pianist/Composer Peter Kater has been a leading 

innovator of contemporary instrumental music for over 3 decades. He’s received many awards 

and accolades for his rich and diverse music including 13 Grammy Award nominations. A prolific 

composer, he’s released over 70 critically acclaimed recordings and has scored the music for 

over 100 television and film productions including 11 On & Off-Broadway dramatic plays. From solo 

piano and contemporary jazz ensembles to full orchestral works his music is heard all over the 

world crossing many genres from the Olympics, the Kennedy Center and Carnegie Hall to the 

treatment rooms of hundreds of thousands massage and healing practitioners.  He is known for 

his many groundbreaking collaborations with musicians such as Native American flutist R. Carlos 

Nakai; Sting guitarist Dominic Miller and Sacred Chantress Snatam Kaur and archival songstress, 

Peia Luzzi. And as avid environmentalist and humanitarian Peter is a proud recipient of the 

Environment Leadership Award from the United Nations.
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